involvement with politics, while Larry Stewart has emphasized the Royal Society's claim to serve the public interest. Likewise, Bruno Latour has pointed to the same period as the origin of a certain "political constitution of truth." 5 Despite the prominence of interest within historiographical narratives of emerging science, interest itself has not attracted sustained scholarly scrutiny within science studies, as Petri Ylikoski has pointed out. 6 While Ylikoski develops a philosophical concept of interest, we contend that a historical concept of interest is desired. Interest has been deployed to historicize science, but interest itself has not been similarly historicized. Meanwhile, studies of interest and the related "reason of state" are proliferating within the history of political thought and history more broadly. Much more is now known about the finer textures and importance of early modern interest theory than was known when the sociology of science positioned interest at center stage a few decades ago. Integrating such scholarship into the history of science can shift analysis from the "insides" and "outsides" of science toward the co-production of science and society. 7 Case studies, such as that offered here, can analyze how the precise meanings of interest and related notions fluctuated along with changing concepts and practices of science. In particular, we argue that interest, or that which "is between" (L., interesse), served as a medium for connecting polities via scientific diplomacy.
At first glance, Frederick Clodius is an unlikely subject for extrapolating the intersections of scientific diplomacy and interest. In the literature on English scientific circles of the Interregnum, he frequently appears as a dubious Continental adept, variously identified as being of Dutch or German descent, who was involved in Helmontian chymical pursuits between 1652 and 1670. 8 1665), Robert Boyle, Anne Conway (1631-1679), Henry More (1614 -1687), and Hartlib himself. The strong opinions of several contemporaries about Clodius-he was "a profess'd adeptus" and pretender "of extraordinary arcana," according to John Evelyn (1620 -1706); "as accurs'd a raskall as ever trod on English ground," according to Henry More-have manifested within the English-language secondary literature a limited and seemingly indelible impression of Clodius as an irrational braggart, intellectual parasite, and chymical pretender.
political provenance of such centers of accumulation might appear to run counter to the essentially disinterested nature of science. However, the claim to the disinterestedness of natural knowledge, made most emphatically in Restoration England, can itself be seen as an artifact of political contingencies. In particular, the political valence placed on useful knowledge during the Interregnum compelled Restoration gentlemen philosophers to disown the interested nature of natural knowledge. Frederick Clodius was precisely the sort of controversial Interregnum figure whose legacy as a political negotiator and scientific communicator would become obscure during the Restoration.
THE LIFE OF A POLITICO-SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCER
Because of the obscurity into which Clodius has descended, we begin with a biographical sketch of our protagonist. This account draws on both known and newly discovered sources and seeks to situate Clodius's life in contexts outside of his Helmontian chymical pursuits.
Friedrich, or Frederick, Clodius was born in Gottorf, Holstein, in summer 1629, the son of Hofgartner (court gardener) Johannes Clodius (1584 -1660). 13 The Clodius (also Kloth, Klothe, Klode, etc.) family was descended from the patriarch Matthias Kloth of Antwerp, a Lutheran forced to flee the Netherlands during the Reformation on account of his beliefs. 14 Throughout the pact, the three stated their intention to obtain through collaboration things useful to the public ("quod conjunctis operis deinceps re publico utiles procurare"). The great secrets that might be revealed to them, God willing, were not to be distributed to those who might use them to serve their own greed and tyranny. Useful knowledge was, however, to be communicated to the Gottorf court:
Matters useful to the state (whether for the implantation and propagation of virtues in the souls of men, or for the expelling of diseases; or for the lessening of public crimes, or for the alleviation of poverty and the promotion of industry in general) that seem worthy of being communicated to rulers and leaders of commonwealths, shall be communicated to the Duke of Holstein firstly and before [all] others, and only through Master Clodius; whereas those matters which are to be brought to the English Commonwealth, shall be communicated only through Master Hartlib; and those which are to be offered to the Protestant churches, only through Master Dury. 24 Within this passage, Clodius's presence in England as an agent of the Duke-which he would shortly have the opportunity to advance during the treaty negotiations of 1653, to be discussed below-is made abundantly clear, as is the apparent centrality of Gottorf for support and dissemination of Hartlibian schemes more broadly. The pact would later become a touchstone in communication among the signees, thus explicitly linking natural knowledge to knowledge considered useful to their respective sociopolitical causes. 25 In a plan for further spiritual reform that he dedicated to Hartlib and Clodius, Dury again referred to their union through "the bond of sacred Christian communication" and specified the role natural knowledge played in his plan. acquaintance. It appears that "young Clodius" spent much of his time "in the country," learning English and probably collecting botanical or other specimens on behalf of the Duke, like his older brother previously. 34 In 1659 Johann was still in England, where he translated two German chymical works for Boyle's benefit. 35 His further movements are, at present, unknown.
Just as Johann Clodius brought his youthful zeal to London, Frederick flagged under a recurrent melancholia, repeatedly finding himself "undone," as Hartlib put it, and "in a labyrinth." In this state, Clodius managed to alienate both friends and family. In a 1661 letter to Hartlib, John Dury pointedly lamented Clodius's "various misdemeanours," the consequences of which, if they continued unchecked, could be grave: "I am more sorry for his sake than for the wrong he doth to you, for by that kind of comportment he makes himself incapable of the love of honest friends who will not bee able or willing to trust or assist him." 36 Ultimately, Dury's fears were realized, and Clodius indeed alienated himself from numerous friends, including his closest allies Digby and Boyle. After Hartlib's death in March 1662, Clodius was reduced to a state of penury. Unable to return to Gottorf after the death of Duke Friedrich in August 1659, and of his father a year later, Clodius wrote a pathetic letter to Boyle in December 1663, begging to be helped urgently from his "chaotic troubles and misfortunes." By this time, Clodius had moved from Axe Yard to Brompton, Middlesex, his troubles compounded by news that his wife Mary was pregnant. 37 Whether Boyle acquiesced is unknown, but around the summer of 1664 Clodius's fortunes would change following a new commission from an unexpected source.
Since at least 1658, William Brereton, a founding member of the Royal Society, had expressed a keen interest in Hartlib's manifold plans to assist England's poor and had proposed the renovation of his father's holdings in Cheshire for just such a purpose. Brereton inherited his father's title and lands after the latter's death in April 1664 and immediately set about attempting to realize his dreams. He issued a flurry of invitations 26/53a; and Jane Finucane, "The Invisible Virtuoso: Bengt Skytte and the Royal Society," History of Universities, 2012, 26:117-163 to friends, including Boyle, John Pell, John Worthington (1618 -1671), and Clodius, to join him at Brereton Hall in Cheshire and accept lifelong appointments as instigators of a utopian "design of Christian Societies" that would be based there.
38 While Boyle never accepted, Pell, Worthington, and Clodius all traveled to Brereton Hall. There they lived, with their families, for a brief period of peace and industry, before Brereton's crippling debts, which he had inherited along with his father's estate, eroded the company's goodwill. A series of acrimonious departures followed. As William Welden informed the chymical diarist John Ward (1629 -1681), Clodius was apparently the first to quit Brereton, in or before September 1667: "My L[o]rd Bruerton of Cheshire was Clodius his scholl[ar] allso and yt hee goes on very vigorously with Chemistry: That hee took Clodius downe with him into ye Country and setled some thing on him for life, but Clodius fell out with him and so left him and wanders; my L[o]rd keeps his wife and 2 Children. His wife was Hartlibs daughter yt wrote of cultivating the grain." 39 Whence did Clodius wander? Still young-only thirty-eight-he must have weighed his options carefully, with a return to London a very real possibility. The next mention we find of him, however, is on 2 April 1669 in the village church of Pontesbury, Shropshire, where he wed one Elizabeth Adams of Longden (1643-1712). 40 Shortly after departing Brereton, Clodius's wife Mary must have died, leaving him with responsibility for his two daughters, Charlotte (before 1668 -after 1699) and Margaret (d. 1679). 41 As a result of this union Clodius chose to settle in Shrewsbury, Shropshire. Old preoccupations, however, remained. In 1670 he contacted Boyle, announcing his intention to dedicate his collected chymical works to him-while also complaining of the extreme poverty in which he and his family found themselves.
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This poverty did not long endure. By 1672 Clodius was well established in Shrewsbury as a physician and dwelt in a house taxed at eight hearths-as large as his former Axe Yard residence. 43 Subsequently, Clodius thrived on noble estates in Cheshire and Shropshire. 44 In 1679 his wife's cousin William Adams (d. 1716) secured him an ongoing appointment as botanist and physician to the Cholmondeleys of Cholmondeley in Cheshire. 45 In 
DUKE FRIEDRICH III OF HOLSTEIN-GOTTORF AND HIS INTELLIGENCERS
The career that ended in obscurity in Shrewsbury began through the patronage of an energetically state-building duke. Duke Friedrich III of Holstein-Gottorf had good reasons to invest in the intelligencers and ambassadors he dispatched around Europe and beyond. The Duchy of Schleswig-Holstein straddled the North and Baltic Seas, intervening between Denmark and the rest of the German lands and readily accessible to Northeastern Europe, Scandinavia, the Netherlands, and England. This strategic location both eased communication and saddled the land with a variety of political overlords. Schleswig and Holstein were ruled simultaneously by the dukes in Gottorf and by the kings of Denmark, which meant that the dukes were always on the lookout for other political allies to bolster their weak position. Meanwhile, sailors' towns such as Husum were difficult for anyone to control, and all surrounding principalities attempted to increase their influence in wealthy Hansa League cities such as Hamburg.
Duke Friedrich III always had to negotiate with a variety of other polities, especially as he shepherded his small and vulnerable state through several periods of hostilities during the Thirty Years' War (in particular the years 1625-1629 and 1645-1648 50 In addition to forging political alliances, the Duke sought to compete with his neighbors through the energetic patronage supported by the political theory of the time. The Husum lawyer Hermann Lather (1583-1640) dedicated a groundbreaking work of political economy to the young Duke in 1618. Lather's De censu outlined the political utility of the patronage of arts, new inventions, manufactures, urbanism, and even the collection of seemingly useless Kunstkammer objects. 51 Friedrich would follow such policies throughout his lengthy career.
As warfare reshuffled princely collections around Europe, heads of small continental principalities attempted to aid the recovery of their lands through intensive rebuilding and collecting, Duke Friedrich among them. 52 Imitating Glückstadt, the town founded in Holstein by Christian IV of Denmark (1577-1648), Friedrich founded his own Dutch-style town, Friedrichstadt, where religious tolerance encouraged the immigration of craftsmen and merchants, including Sephardi Jews from the Netherlands. In order to speed the fame and prosperity of Friedrichstadt, during the 1630s the Duke funded a series of costly diplomatic envoys, first to Muscovy in 1634 -1635 and then to the court of Shah Safi (1611-1642) in Persia in 1635-1639, with the express aim of establishing a silk road ultimately reaching from Holstein to China. 53 While this expansive vision never came to fruition, the ample foreign commercial traffic through Friedrichstadt nevertheless supplied the gardens at Gottorf with Dutch varieties under the aegis of the Hofgartner, Johannes Clodius. Clodius also oversaw the new Persian garden that displayed the Duke's reach around the world. 54 Within it, the Duke constructed a marvelous planetarium, widely celebrated abroad. He purchased the famed collections of Bernhard Paludanus (1550 -1633) at Enkhuizen for his Kunstkammer and, under the auspices of the well-traveled Adam Olearius, expanded his library. 55 FROM THE ARCHIVES OF SCIENTIFIC DIPLOMACY counted among the Duke's works his planned "Persian Journey" to be written by Olearius, a "Persian Chronologie," the publishing of Helmont's manuscripts, and a very unusual botanical work. This last would include not only appropriate astrological signatures for each plant but also microscopic analyses. Each plant would be depicted after life and to scale according to the "huge stately book" in the Duke's library composed by his flower painter. Hartlib was referring to the now-celebrated "Gottorfer Codex," by Hans Simon Holtzbecker, currently held in the National Gallery of Denmark.
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Hartlib also described the "Repositories" of the Duke's library as "very stately." The Duke hired two individuals to make "daily Indices" of "all the Bookes of his library." The library contained "all manner of the most curious Pictur's that the Duke hath procured," many bought from the King of England. Hartlib also noted the Duke's purchase of a "Chamber of Rarity" from Paludanus, "besides a brave Arsenal." A memo on horticulture among Hartlib's papers offered eyewitness descriptions of the Duke's garden. 57 The 58 Such a "colledge" was evidently the inspiration for Hartlib's hopes that Clodius would, along with Digby, establish a "Chymical Council" of similar fame in London, a project kindled in the Laboratorium Clodianum in Hartlib's back kitchen. In line with the international intent of the Christianae Societatis Pactum of 1652, Hartlib envisioned Clodius's institution as not merely existing for the benefit of a particular state. It would be a "universal laboratory, to be erected after such a manner as may redound, not only to the good of this island, but also to the health and wealth of all mankind."
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THE PROTESTANT INTEREST AND ANTICHRIST
Hartlib's aspiration to employ collaborative and useful knowledge in service to the public related to the political notion of a shared interest. Political writers, whether Catholic or Reformed, regularly distinguished between a good and a bad version of the new political concept called the "reason of state" (or, as it became increasingly known in the 1640s, "interest"). The good, Christian version was based on knowledge, while the tyrannical, Machiavellian version relied on violence and deception. 60 To religious writers, this split between a good and a bad version of political reckoning might fall along a stark divide between Christ and Antichrist. For instance, the Lutheran divine so admired by Hartlib and Dury, Johann Valentin Andreae (1586 -1654), contrasted the "heavenly reason of state" with the Satanic "irrational reason of state." 61 According to Andreae, devilish political tactics threatened the Christian polity. The Tyrant Antichrist came to attack Andreae's model polity, Christenburg, his armada bearing hordes of Statists, Machiavellists, and the self-interested ("Politen und Ragionistn/ Sejanr und Macchiavellistn" and "Eigen Nutz sucher"). 62 Those, by contrast, who relied on God in a Christian republic would have no need for the secrets or reasonings of the state that so delighted Satan.
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The anti-Christian view of the reason of state offered an apocalyptic interpretation of contemporary political theory and the violence that theory allegedly produced. 64 According to such interpretations, divisions among Christians were fomented by Antichrist. John Dury blamed the difficulties of making peace among Christians on the willfulness "of some Divines" and on the "reason of state as some Politicans who find out and foment differences betwixt parties that they may rise or stand in the midst of their divisions." "Politique reasonings of men" formed "the beast" that the false church "rideth upon." Alas, all too often, Reformed nations sought their own benefit at the expense of their fellow Christians. Peter Figulus (1619 -1670), for instance, complained to Hartlib of the "foolish Ratio Statûs" according to which Holland did not come to the aid of the "whole Protestant Interest." 65 If different nations could only realize their shared interests, they might form a united league against their demonic opponent.
For Dury, Hartlib, and other Reformed political theorists, the political strategy that could defeat Antichrist was that of a unified "Protestant interest." Such views dovetailed with those developed by the new Lord Protector, Oliver Cromwell. Cromwell assured Parliament that "all interests of the Protestants in Germany, Denmark, Helvetia, and the Cantons, and all the interests in Christendom are the same as yours . . . your danger is from the common enemy abroad, who is the head of the Papal interest, the head of the anti-Christian interest." 66 Apocalypse and cutting-edge "interest" theory produced the idea of the Protestant interest. 
"TO BEE EXEMPTED AND NEUTRALL FROM ALL VEXATIONS OF WAR": THE NEUTRALITY NEGOTIATIONS OF 1653
Cromwell's growing belief in the importance of a "Protestant interest" implicated the negotiations of John Dury for unity among Christian churches much more centrally in larger political concerns than they had been previously. Friedrich for his piety and peaceful inclinations. He also insisted that Holstein's interests were best represented in London not "through the latticework" ("non per transennam"), by the Hamburg syndic Petersen, but through a specially appointed legate. Dury reminded the Duke that a perfect candidate, a Holstein youth ("juvenis") whose efforts could be promoted through Dury's parliamentary connections, was already in England. This youth was, of course, none other than Clodius himself. 71 Dury was, in other words, determined to place Holstein's political negotiations directly in the hands of the signees of the Christianae Societatis Pactum.
The Duke replied to Dury on 7 August 1653, thanking him for his candor. He promptly revoked Petersen's mandate, but instead of accrediting Clodius to attend the negotiations, he undertook to dispatch a legate who would, with Clodius's assistance ("adjuvante Friderico Clodio"), faithfully pursue Schleswig's interest under Dury's counsel. 72 Duke Friedrich initially hoped to send his court Chancellor, Johann Adolf Kielmann von Kielmannsegg (1612-1676), to London, but the latter was busily engaged in negotiating the marriage of the Duke's daughter Hedwig-Eleonora to the Swedish King. 73 Ultimately, the Duke selected Colonel Paul Würz (1612-1676). In his instructions to Würz, the Duke mentioned that Clodius would be able to introduce him to the individuals most helpful to his mission. Like Clodius, the colonel would serve as both a political agent and a scientific intelligencer. He would inform Hartlib about the natural history of Holstein, new inventions, and the "whole mysterie of making of Potashes." 
HARTLIB, DURY, AND CLODIUS AS SCIENTIFIC DIPLOMATS
Useful knowledge, especially knowledge about nature, had a unique role to play in negotiating and supporting the Protestant interest. Political writers had long characterized the good, Christian "reason of state" as distinguished by its reliance on useful knowledge, rather than violence. The Pact for a Christian Society, Duke Friedrich's dual political and botanico-chymical missions entrusted to Clodius, and Dury's larger plans for his irenic negotiations on the Continent all employed what we might call scientific diplomacy. The ways Samuel Hartlib and John Dury blended learned intelligence with politicoreligious agency are well known and were specified by Dury in his manuscript tract "A Platforme of the Journeys undertaken for the worke of Peace Ecclesiastical and other profitable ends" (ca. 1633). (See Appendix C.) Dury detailed his plans for traveling through Protestant Central Europe in an effort to ally the divided churches in a common cause. This was his "cheefe and maine purpose." Yet he included an addendum to this program for the collection of mechanical, industrial, and chymical knowledge. "But by the Bye I am resolved as tyme and leisure shall permitt, to gather, to elaborat, and to observe severall things of great profitte," he wrote. In particular, he would observe the "Inventions" of recent German "Reformators" "wherein they are thought to excell former ages and other societies." These included methods of interpreting Scripture, magical languages for communication, the "Arts and Sciences Philosophicall, Chymicall & Mechanicall," and model societies or corporations that profitably joined together all parts of society, including philosophers and craftsmen. 76 The German patronage of the "Arts and Sciences Philosophicall, Chymicall & Mechanicall" not only aided trade, but through them "the secrets of Nature are thought to be unfolded, so yt Gods wonderfull power, wisdome and goodness is to be seene more apparently in bodily things than ever heretofore."
77 Furthering the knowledge of nature would both increase the material well-being of all and also provide testimony leading toward their spiritual welfare. Dury provided explicit justification for why the search for this knowledge, which at first seems to sit uneasily with his ecumenical mission, was incorporated within it.
There were thus many structural similarities between Dury's "Platform" and Clodius's diplomatic mission-and even in the practical measures taken by Hartlib to institutionalize ideals expressed therein. Both had a central mission (the union of churches for Dury and a treaty of neutrality for Clodius) and a secondary mission (the collection of inventions and profitable knowledge). Both included as a specific aim the establishment of a "platforme of correspondency" or "Correspondenz." Both included detailed descrip- tions of methods to be used in collecting specialist knowledge, from books as well as craftsmen.
The tendency of Hartlib and Dury to collect utilitarian natural knowledge has been seen as "Baconian," a term that establishes Francis Bacon (1561-1626) as the origin for this scientific agency. 78 What the "Baconian" view of intelligencing does not reflect is the fact that Dury's mission to Central European states intersected with those states' own international political and intelligence-gathering missions. These included the 1653 political and botanical/chymical mission on which Duke Friedrich dispatched Frederick Clodius. Dury and Hartlib were actively seeking to join and forge correspondence networks across these states, and these states had the same ends in mind. By studying intelligencers only from the irenic perspective of Dury and Hartlib, we view only one half of this interaction. As seen from the perspective of Clodius and Gottorf, Dury's mission takes on a different, distinctly political tone. Furthermore, in the course of his career Dury did not voyage to war-ravaged Central Europe to transfer techniques of communications, mediation, and model polities from England; he sought, rather, to collect them there.
The ramifications of such political views of useful knowledge can be seen in the subsequent careers of other "scientific diplomats" of the era. Both Clodius and Henry Oldenburg remained in England and served as important members of Hartlib and Dury's scientific and private community: Clodius married Hartlib's daughter, and Oldenburg married Dury's. Another "scientific diplomat," the English mathematician John Pell, worked with Dury to strengthen relations between England and the Protestant Swiss Cantons. Theodore Haak (1605-1690) was in England as a semiofficial agent for Karl Ludwig of the Palatinate (1617-1680), and he was also rewarded for his services to the Interregnum Parliament. 79 Following the Restoration, Oldenburg would become Secretary to the Royal Society. Haak was also a founding member. Pell would be elected a member of the Royal Society and was, like Clodius, invited to Cheshire to join the "Christian Society" project at Brereton Hall. While Oldenburg, Haak, and Pell would enjoy much more august careers following the Restoration than did Clodius, their divergent futures should not obscure their similar roles in 1653.
JOHANN CLODIUS, JR., NATURAL KNOWLEDGE, AND THE REASON OF STATE
The successful conclusion to the neutrality negotiations that had been undertaken on the advice and trust of John Dury and Frederick Clodius was not, however, the only manifestation of the linked scientific and political missions of Gottorf intelligencers in England. A role was also played in this regard by Frederick's younger brother, Johann Clodius, Jr. As mentioned previously, after corresponding with Hartlib, Johann was in England in 1658 and 1659 to collect specimens for Duke Friedrich; there he made Boyle's acquaintance and translated alchemical works for his benefit. In 1658, however, Clodius also set in print an erudite tract, 82 This was a perspective shared in Holstein, particularly as a new Danish-Swedish war ravaged Gottorf in 1658. Given the source, political context, subject, and likely place of composition of Clodius's work, we might be surprised by both the place of publication and the work's dedicatee (i.e., London and Boyle). However, the prior relationship of Frederick Clodius with Hartlib and his friends, including Boyle, mediated as it was by a "Christian" version of the reason of state, can help us understand why Johann chose such a dedicatee. So can the content of his book.
Bogislaus Philipp von Chemnitz had drawn continual connections between the reason of state and the empirical study of nature in his On the Reason of State (1640), and Johann Clodius repeated these sentiments in 1658. Just as the Royal Society would later select "Nullius in verba" ["According to the words of no single person"] as its motto, Chemnitz and Clodius described how writers on the reason of state had long professed to eschew verba (words) in preference to res (things). They averred that their works were not in the style of "Academic" or "Scholastic" disputations. Rather, they preferred the truth of things to opinion, for it was the job of politicians to pursue not the husk of words but, rather, the kernel of things. 83 Such deprecations of academic disputations might be more familiar to 80 us from scientific or heterodox religious rhetoric, but they were common among reason of state writers who rejected idealist political philosophy in favor of a political art based on the study of actual human behavior.
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Chemnitz and Clodius conceded that this realist study was necessary only because of man's fallen nature; were man ideal, it would be possible to legislate ideal polities. They also conceded that a diabolical reason of state taught man how to take advantage of man's evil inclinations. Just as Nature, owing to ill-disposed matter, might sometimes produce monstrously formed bodies, so too could human desires, deflecting away from right reason, produce a monstrous reason of state. This diabolical reason of state was the origin of tyranny and atheism. 85 The good reason of state, however, represented a great modern discovery. Echoing Chemnitz, Clodius noted that the term "reason of state" was unknown to the ancients. Even though philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle had nevertheless some notion of it, they could not compare to the moderns. "Just as new Mathematicians, through their telescopes, have observed fixed stars in the firmament and fixed spots on the sun unknown to the ancients, so too in the new Politics do they have their optical devices, that is, their writings, which, like precise spectacles, allow them to illuminate those arts of prudence hidden from the ancients." 86 The emphasis on contemporary empirical observation and utility that pervades the works of Chemnitz and Clodius can help us understand Clodius's choice of subject and his two dedicatees. As we have seen, his older brother had served Duke Friedrich as a "scientific diplomat" who combined correspondence about natural knowledge and political affairs. Contemporary works on the reason of state stressed the similarities between these two forms of knowledge. The Duke likewise had funded the young Clodius's studies, and Johann Clodius sought as well to build relationships with those individuals known to his brother, such as Boyle.
Boyle, like Dury and Hartlib, participated in the scientific diplomacy practiced by Frederick Clodius and other international visitors. For instance, Boyle patronized Wilhelm von Schroeder (1640 -1688), the son of the chancellor at the court of Gotha-SaxeAltenburg, during his visit to England. At Boyle's suggestion, Schroeder was inducted into the Royal Society at the tender age of twenty-three. 87 Although he communicated some secrets to the Royal Society both before and after his election, at least one contemporary pointed out that he had done little to justify the honor. 88 Schroeder merited election to the Royal Society not on account of his own natural investigations, but because he was a representative from the Gotha court, which had previously entertained Dury, Oldenburg, and Boyle's nephew, Richard Jones (1641-1712). 89 At first glance, Clodius and Schroeder seem connected to Boyle primarily via alchemy and natural history. But underlying these scientific relationships were political ones. Ultimately, Clodius and Schroeder came to know Boyle because of their relationship with their respective dukes.
Shortly after his return home in 1663, Schroeder, like Johann Clodius, published a dissertation on the reason of state, which he dedicated both to the future Duke Friedrich I of Gotha-Saxe-Altenburg (1646 -1691) and to Frederick Clodius's friend Kenelm Digby. His political dissertation included, oddly, alchemical and natural historical corollaries, which, as Leibniz noted, "savored of the new philosophy, which England is full of." 90 Although English Fellows of the Royal Society routinely forswore meddling in political affairs, to figures such as Johann Clodius and Schroeder it seemed appropriate to mix the reason of state and natural knowledge in their writings and to dedicate those works to figures such as Boyle and Digby.
CONCLUSION: SCIENTIFIC DIPLOMACY AND INTEREST IN THE MAKING OF SCIENCE
Both botany and alchemy had long contributed to the extrapolitical development of communities and communication networks. The model of the "Republic of Letters" in general-or, more specifically, the "alchemical republic"-suggests an extraterritorial association of individuals exchanging correspondence, specimens, and intelligence. 91 However, such networks also included state-sponsored agents who inserted themselves in less formal networks for political ends. For instance, Duke Friedrich III specifically ordered Frederick Clodius to develop friendships ("freundschaft und Correspondentz") and to draw on the population of garden amateurs ("Liebhaber der Gerten und Kräuter"). Smaller states in particular could not afford to establish the salaried, exclusively in-house intelligence systems of the sort that gathered under Phillip II (1527-1598) in Simancas or Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619 -1683) in France. 92 Heads of smaller states relied on their agents joining existing international networks. Smaller states therefore played a less obvious, but no less important, role in funding, motivating, and maintaining scientific correspondence networks.
In rebuilding his lands after the Thirty Years' War, Duke Friedrich accumulated massive collections through such networks. His efforts intersected with the pan-European euhemerist campaigns of figures such as Dury and Hartlib. 93 At the same time that Hartlib and Dury attempted to penetrate state-building and scientific centers such as Gottorf in service to the "Protestant interest," Duke Friedrich attempted to penetrate their correspondence networks in service to his own duchy's interest-above all in the fraught neutrality negotiations of 1653. The centers of accumulation of early modern science and government developed in tandem.
This intersection between scientific and political relationships might seem surprising now only because of the Royal Society's efforts in the Restoration to disavow any meddling with the reason of state. The idea that science, far from being disinterested, served a united "public interest" remained prevalent in both England and Central Europe. In the former, however, the relationship of this idea to the scientifically negotiated international "Protestant" interest was obscured. This was necessary following the Interregnum and the connections that had then been drawn by Hartlib and Dury between political utility and natural knowledge. From an English perspective in the 1660s, the 1650s represented a threat to the later Stuart monarchy. Thus, the connection of a Restoration group such as the Royal Society to prominent Interregnum figures such as Hartlib needed to be downplayed. From a Central European perspective in the 1660s, however, the state building undertaken by many a petty principality in the 1650s represented a new foundation for subsequent rule. The connection between natural knowledge and the reason of state only continued to become more explicit in emerging German cameralism, founded on the work of thinkers such as Lather and Schroeder. 94 Interest, which would become the dominant mode of political reasoning in Restoration England, as elsewhere in Europe, first appeared in public policy only in the 1640s and 1650s. 95 These decades are also familiar as signal ones for the spread of experimental practice and communication, particularly among Hartlib's associates. It is the period concept of interest and the associated notions of social and political utility that allow us to argue that this conjunction was not merely contingent. Certainly, international travel afforded diplomats and agents rare opportunities, and one might therefore argue that scientific exchange occurred "on the side," as it were, while politicians prosecuted their central concerns. 96 Scientific exchange would in that case not be directly linked to the pursuit of political interests. However, as we have discussed, Clodius, Hartlib, Dury, and others explicitly conceptualized the collection, communication, and shared exploration of natural knowledge as useful to a shared "Protestant interest." The products of knowledge were a necessary precursor to societal reform. Furthermore, the practice of collaboration and communication itself was politically useful. Much as Shapin and Schaffer have argued for a Restoration "polity of science" based on disinterest, our historical actors sought to strengthen the bonds of a shared, international interest. Scientific diplomacy helped them do so.
We might also note that forms of cultural diplomacy change noticeably over time. Art connoisseurs and artists such as Rubens, not chymists such as Clodius, were prominent in the international politics of the 1620s and 1630s. 97 Such shifts in diplomatic style might be related to changes in political mores. In the 1620s and 1630s these might include, for example, characteristics associated with the newly ennobled figure of the artist, such as magnificence, ingenuity, and sprezzatura. By contrast, our historical actors of the 1640s and 1650s continually sounded themes of social utility and humble Christian piety as the ends of both their political and their scientific efforts.
Despite science's continuing reputation as disinterested, the connection between natural knowledge and international negotiation remains. Scientific diplomacy currently enjoys a renaissance, with new conferences, journals, and awards underscoring how it might prevent international conflict. As Frank Press, science advisor to President Jimmy Carter, wrote in 1991, an "intersecting interest of nations, making for international cooperation, is that the scientific or technological goal is implicitly international-that it is feckless for one nation to go it alone, even making the dubious assumption that it has sufficient resources." 98 Such views, however, do not reflect on how scientific diplomacy shaped the emergence of modern science itself, including its international aspirations. Erit hoc Nobis apprimè gratum, operamque daturi sumus, ut ubi usus venerit, ea clementiae et benignitatis officia huic exhibita pari gratificandi promptitudine compensemus. In quorum fidem hisce authographo nostro munitis, sigillum nostrum apponi iussimus. Quae dabantur in arce nostra Gottorpiensi. 4. Cal. Maii Ano. 1653. Things to be elaborated are these: 1. A Tractat of Peace. 2. a Platforme of Correspondencye. For a Tractat of Peace I intend in mine ordinary studie, to Eclogate and Epitomize out of all authors who in severall language have written concerning meanes of Ecclesiasticall Pacification; that which already is perfeited to our hand, that we may know what yet remaineth undone; and necessary to bee taken in hand by us, for our present Estate.
